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At AGlance
"Lily Loves Charlie"

Washington University
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Ease on
''Down the
Road."
See Scene

The 1996-97 season opener
will
begin
at
6:30
p.m.Wednesday, Oct. 23. The
theater arts department season
opener will kick off with "Down
the Road," performed by senior
David Plant, graduate student Jenni fer Bennet and junior Robb
Padgett. A matinee is scheduled
for Thursday, Oct. 24. All seats
are $5.

Speaker cries wolf
Ellen Klein, from the University of North Florida, will present
a lecture in the philosophy department on what women think about.
"The Relativist Wolf in Feminist
Clothing" will explore the meaning of feminism and challenge the
legitimacy and authority of much
of the contemporary fem ini st
thinking. The conference will be
held Thursday, Oct. 17, at 8 p.m.
in Randall Hall, room 117.

That God thing
Music, ministry and prayer.
''The God Thing" will be held Friday, Oct. 18, at 8 p.m. in Hertz
Auditorium. ''The God Thing," a
gathering of Central's religious
clubs, is free and open to the public. Doug Burleigh, former presi-.
dent of Young Life, will be 1'1e
keynote speaker.

Pg. 13

Town, gown in on river clean-up
by Jolynn Draper
Asst. News Editor
Nearl y 150 Central students met
with community members in Hertz
parking lot Saturday to clean up the
trash along the Yakima River and
Canyon Road.
Between 30 and 40 miles of river
area and highway were cleaned up for
the 27th consecutive year. A large
amount of trash and approximately
150 pounds of al uminum cans were
collected. The aluminum cans were
donated to the United Way of Kittitas
County.
"This is a really cool thing, I did it
last year, did it this year, and will do
it next year," junior Will Smith said.
"It was a good way to meet people
and do a good thing," freshman Emily

Suzuki Festival

Ease on down ...

See Sports

Pg. 12

The Municipal Light and Theatre Company, a traveling troupe,
will perform "Lily Loves Charlie,
Okay?" Friday, Oct. 18, from 10
a.m. to noon in McConnell Auditorium. The play is sponsored by
Ccntral's Women's Resource
Center, Affirmative Action office
and the Governor's office. The
play shows students the pain that
domestic violence causes.

The 17th annual Washington
State Suzuki Festival is not a car
show. It is a festival that involves
students, parents and teachers.
They will be taught the Suzuki
method of music instruction in
lessons, ear training and beginner
learning for musicians. A teacher
workshop will be held this Friday.
Students will have a full day of
activitiesonSaturday. Graduation
recitals will be Saturday at 12:30
p.m. in the SUB Theater and Hertz
Hall. Recitals are open to the public. For more information, call
fe stival director Carol Cross at
925-5104.

'Cats chop
Loggers
43-7

Arlene Jimenez/Observer

Will Smith and many other students turned out to clean up the Yakima River.

See CLEAN-UP/Page 2

Faculty, trustees bargain on union rights
by Mike Bellamy
Staff reporter
The United Faculty of Central
(UFC), a steering committee made up
of members of Central' s current
teacher's unions, is trying to convince
the Board of Trustees (BOT) to allow
a faculty referendum on collective
bargaining. Collective bargaining is
a process of negotiations creating a
contract two parties agree to abide by.
If collective bargaining is allowed
at Central, the UFC will become the
main faculty union, encompassing the
local chapters of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), the National Education Association (NEA),
and the American Association of Uni-

versity Professors (AAUP), among
others. The only four-year college in
Was hington to have collective bargaining at the present is East ern
Washington University.
Current Washington state Jaws allow the BOT of any four-year college
to create a faculty code, which the
staff must follow, without the consent
or input of the faculty members themselves. The BOT can also change the
code at any time. Collective bargaining would give faculty unions the
right to negotiate the facuity code.
English instructor, co-president of
the AFT local, and member of the
UFC Patricia Garrison said the current
faculty code works much like a syllabus.
"The faculty really hasn't agreed

"Our future is bright"
by Anitra Bar/in
Staff reprirter

----

President Ivory Nelson gave a
rousi ng address last week in
McConnell Auditorium that outlined
the university's plan for the coming
years.
"Success depends on everyone,"
Nelson said. "Our future is bright and
our aspirations are attainable."
Nelson was preceded on stage by
Faculty Senate Chair Rob Perkins,
whose opening speech on change was
well-received by those in attendance.
Perkins outlined five things to help
Central' s students and faculty succeed
• in rapidly changing times.
' 'He charged both 'faculty and students to inspire and challenge others,
, to build.trust in themselves, to lead by

example, to be bold, and to focus on
outcomes.
"Only working together will the
adventure be worthwhile," Perkins
said.
Building off of Perkins' enthusiastic speech, Nelson announced a bold
path for Central in the years ahead. To
begin, he lauded the success of both
faculty and staff in the 1995-96 school
year.
"We have much to be proud of at
Central," Nelson said.
Nelson highlighted Central's dynamic strategic plan for future success
as one of the university's finest accomplishments. He then reiterated
Central' score mission of student-cenSee NELSON/Page 2

to these terms," she said. "[They] are
dictated to us."
English instructor Lila Harper, copresident of the AFf local and UFC
member, said she too was concerned
about the arbitrary nature of the code.
"It's just not binding," Harper said.
"It's subject to change by one party
without the input of the other."
The UFC began its first major push
for collective bargaining in 1994 ..
Although 64 percent of the faculty
expressed a wish to elect a union that
could collectively bargain at Central,
the option was rejected by the BOT.
The UFC has continued their efforts
to gain coll ective bargaining power
through dialogs with the BOT ever
since.
The faculty senate, a supporter of

''

The faculty really hasn 't
agreed to these terms.
[They] are dictated to us.

-Patricia Garrison

the UFC, is currently the only voice
the faculty has in matters concerning
faculty codes, but cannot negotiate the
terms.
"The faculty senate's responsibility is for dealing with academic matters," Garrison said. 'They're not la-

See UCF/Page 2

President
Ivory Nelson
spoke to
students and
faculty at the
state of the
university
address last
Thursday.

.'
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Antifreeze, drunks and thieves
Monday, Oct. 7, 1:40 p.m.
Officers were called to investigate
a large puddle of antifreeze in the Bsection parking lot of Brooklane Village. Officers estimated there was
about two gallons of the poisonous
material, and called a university crew
to clean up the spill. A 35-year-old
male was responsible for the antifreeze, but was not cited.
Monday, Oct. 7, 6 p.m.
A 19-year-old male reported that
his Yamaha mo-ped was vandalized
sometime in the previous three days in
the 1-15 parking lot. The mo-ped suffered damage to its mirror, speedometer. tum indicator and seat, amounting to $310. Two side covers worth a
total of $80 were also stolen. There are
no suspects.
Tuesday, Oct. 8, 4:40 p.m.
Officers responded to a possible
domestic dispute in Brooklane Village. Residents reported that a 26year-old male and 24-year-old female
were arguing loud! y. The officers contacted both individuals and found no
physical altercation. The parties were
willing to work out their problem in a
more reasonable way.
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 2:58 a.m.
A 25-year-old female reported that
$2,700 in cash may have been stolen
from her apartment in Student Village
on Oct. 1. She realized the $2,700
might be missing on Oct. 2 and
searched through the apartment for
several days, before calling the police.
Officers are following up, but have no
suspects.
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 6:07 a.m.
Officers responded to a report by a
31-year-old female that she heard
someone inside her Brooklane Village
apartment. Police arrived in a few
minutes and searched the area. There
were no signs of forced entry, and officers attributed the sounds to thin
walls and a neighbor.

•HAIRCARE
•SKINCARE

Wednesday, Oct. 9, 5:15 p.m.
A 14-year-old male reported that
his Miami Hurricanes baseball cap,
worth $25, was snatched off his head
by an unknown suspect in the SUB
games room. The victim thought the
snatching was a prank, but realized
that the person who took the hat wasn't
coming back. The suspect is described
as a 5- foot-4-inch white male, dressed
in a black shirt and baggy shorts, with
a shaved head. The suspect was with
several other people, all carrying
skateboards, who exited the east doors
of the SUB and left the area. Police are
following up on this situation.
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 9:27 p.m.
Police contacted a 33-year-old
male carrying an open container of
Corona beer near Student Village. He
and a 38-year-old male were both cited
for violating the law against having
opened beverages in public.
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 10:25 p.m.
Officers on a routine patrol in
Alford-Montgomery Hall cited an 18-

CLEAN-UP:
"Do a good
thing"

Thursday, Oct.10, 9:05 a.m.
Police officers and the fire department responded to a false fire alarm
in Farrell Hall. A slight power interruption may have triggered the
alarm.
From Page 1
Thursday, Oct.10, 11:38 a.m.
A false fire alarm was triggered in
Shaw-Smyser Hall by a malfunction- Tompkins said.
Bill Anderson-Ramsdell, Yakima
ing smoke detector.
River
clean-up coordinator, expected a
Thursday, Oct. 10, 10 p.m.
smaller
turnout than in previous years,
Officers on patrol in Carmodysince
the
clean-up was scheduled for the
Munro encountered an 18-year-old
same
day
as the start of hunting season.
male experiencing difficulty in walk"When
we consider the upper
ing, being supported by another percounty
group
and the group from Thorp
son. Officers said they were overwe
had
approximately
150 (students
whelmed by the odor of intoxicants,
and
community
members),"
Ramsdell
and cited the man for being in posby Brien Bartels
said.
session of alcohol via consumption.
"I think it's important Central WashThursday, Oct.11, 9:02 a.m.
ington
University students are out in the
A 19-year-old female in Andercommunity,"
sophomore Cara Lanctot,
son Apartments reported that she had
RHC
chair,
said.
"It's a program Resireceived a harrassing phone call the
year-old female for an MIP, in a con- previous night at 11 p.m. She an- dential Hall Council has sponsored for
tact which led to the citation of two 19- swered her phone and heard what years."
Army ROTC students said they
year-old males for the same offense, sounded like a man and a woman
and the confiscation of beer, rum and having sex. Police advised the victim came out to show the community their
wine in the residence of one of the two on procedures for tracing harRassing support.
The clean-up went very smooth with
men.
phone calls.
a
decrease
in material collected. This
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 10:54 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 11, 8:45 p.m.
Officers responded to a noise comAn 11-year-old boy was walking decrease in trash has been a trend in preplaint in the G section of Student Vil- in the J-8 parking lot when a male in vious years. Ramsdell said he hoped
lage. Two 21-year-old males playing his early 20s called the boy a deroga- that people were realizing the damage
loud music were advised of the city tory name. The 11-year-old an- that trash can cause to the river.
noise ordinance and they agreed to swered with an obscene suggestion,
comply. They caused no further prob- and the suspect slapped him in the
lems.
face with an open hand. Police
Wednesday, Oct. 9, 10:58 p.m.
searched the area for a man wearing
Officers responded to a noise com- an Army fatigue jacket, fatigue pants
plaint in the G section of Student Vil- and glasses, but neither university
lage. A 21-year-old male was advised police nor the Ellensburg Police Deof the noise ordinance, and he also partment could locate the suspect.
agreed to comply.
The boy suffered only a minor injury.
Thursday, Oct. 10, 1:32 a.m.
Thursday, Oct.12, 7:27 p.m.
Witnesses reported seeing a man in
Beck Hall residents advised poa navy blue jacket, white shoes, and lice that magazine subscription salesbaggy pants burning a pair of gym men were going door-to-door in their
socks on top of a brick wall in the bike hall. Police contacted a 20-year-old
rack area of Hitchcock Hall. The fire male from Florida and a 23-year-old From Page 1
was put out by the hall manager and a male from California; who were sellwitness, and officers were led to a ing subscriptions for the Interstate
bar-relations experts; they're profesroom on the second floor. The man Subscription Service of Michigan,
sors."
contacted admitted that he was in the Indiana. Since the pair had neither
In December of 1995, the BOT
area when the fire was set, but with- the city business license nor the pervoted not to allow a faculty vote on
out a positive witness, the police were mission from the university needed
collective bargaining. On Oct. 10 of
unable to determine if he had set the for soliciting on campus, they were
this year, a meeting was held where the
fire. During the contact, he was found asked to stop their activities. Similar
BOT agreed to listen to more discussion
to be extremely intoxicated, and was complaints were received from six
on collective bargaining.
cited with an MIP.
other people.
BOT president Gwen Chaplin said
the UFC's arguments were not very
persuasive at the December 1995 meeting, and that the board was interested in
discussing the topic further.
"We wanted to hear more about why
they feel collective bargaining is necessary," she said.
Harper and Garrison said the UFC
and the BOT have many shared interests, and that they want to discuss what
can be accomplished together.
"It's not in anybody's interest if we
fight," Garrison said.
Garrison and Harper agreed that
unionization of the UFC would give
Central much more political dout by
, ~rfy illiams, Chair,
bringing in more funds for lobbying at
Kittitas County/Sanda
the state and federal levels. This could
help alleviate the inflation of tuition
Friendship
Committee,
SANDA
paid
by students.
925-9851 (Jerroll's
Kittitas County sister city
"We are a teacher's union," Harper
Bookstore) or visit the
said. "We are concerned with educaOffice of International
tion."
Preferred Qualifications:
Studies & Programs
Garrison said the collective bargain• qualified school
(International Center),
ing issue is really one of democracy and
teacher, or
that the faculty should be able to choose
CWU to pick up an
whether or not they want it.
• TESL specialization
application packet.
"If [they] want a faculty senate, sure,
[they] should have that," she said. "If
Completed Applications are
[th.ey] want a union, [they] should have
thatBut .the first thing, [the.y] should
DUEr by Friday, October 25.
ha~e 'is the' right io dedde."
-

UFC:

Not
allowed
to vote?

•MAKEUP
• SPA BODY CARE

AVEIJA.

AROMAOLOOY-THE ART AND SCIENCE
OF PURE FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCES

C1rv,

EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

S~LON FENIX 962-2600
103 E. 4th SUITE 200
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FCC license, tower placement next steps for KCAT
by Tim Yeadon
Stalf reporter
A tower, an engineer's report and
a rehfred general manager's future top
the latest of KCAT's concerns in their
18-month quest for FM airtime.
The only state university radio station without an FM antenna and Federal .Communications Commission
on-air license, KCAT originally
aimed to leave cable and go on the air
by the summer of 1997. KCAT is now
targeting January 1998.
"I will admit to you, it's a stretched
target," Keith Champagne, KCAT
adviser and assistant vice-president
for student affairs said."We don't
know if it's something that is going to
happen, but we have some things in
place, and we're on course. We're on
target to make it become a reality."
FCC licensing is the next step for
KCAT.
"What we are doing right now is
filling out the paper work, [while] our

engineer is filling out the construction
permit application which can take up
to six months for the FCC to get back
to us," KCAT music director Tom
Devlin, said. "Once we get the construction permit, that's when we can
go ahead and purchase the use of the
tower and antenna and things like
· that."
KCAT has hired Evan's Associates out of Wisconsin to determine the
proper location for the proposed
station's antenna and tower structure.
Evan's Associates has already determined that KCA T's frequency for
broadcast will be 88.1 MHz.
"We are after the best site that we
can get," Chris Hull, KCAT' s interim
general manager said. "With FM
broadcast everything is 'line-of-·
sight,' so elevation is the key. If you
get a good elevation and you don't
have a lot of hills and things blocking
[the signal] then you are going to have
better coverage."
The current tower site under consideration by KCAT's engineers is in

''

We don't know if it's
something that is going to
happen, but we have some
things in place, and we're
on course.
-Keith Champagne
the Green Canyon Road area.
"The aCtual application process is
a hassle, but it is not nearly the hassle
of waiting back from the FCC," Hull
said. ·
The hassle comes from the backlog of applying radio stations,
coupled with the FCC's bureaucratic
process. Hull has a quote from one engineer as saying it may take nine to 12
months to hear back, and from another
that it could take as long as two years.
A 1996 graduate of the music department, Hull was the previous student director at KCAT for the 199596 academic year.
Rehired over the summer, following a suspended community-wide
search for a full-time non-student gen-

eral manager; Hull was only given a
nine-month contract.
"We needed somebody here who
worked at least 40 hours a week to
devote their time on getting us over
the air," Devlin said.
The manager needed to devote his
time to working with the engineer.
which was not possible for a student
to do while taking classes.
"He's the interim general manager,
because he knows what he is doing,"
Champagne said. "Chris had all the.
knowledge and we needed to keep the
continuity and consistency to take us
to the next stage. So once we get to
that point we will have a new search,
a national search to hire a permanent
general manager, and Chris will certainly have the opportunity to compete
in the national search for that position."
It has been estimated by Hull that
KCAT might go on the air as early as
Winter quarter 1998. Hull will no
longer be under contract at that point.
"I'm not sure what their plans are.•"

Hull said. "They don't have any answers. t ve already put the ball in their
court. It's frustrating for me, because
I don't totally know where I will be in
nine months. In nine months we will
be just weary of hearing back from the
FCC."
.
Hull admitted Student Aff!lirs had
a difficult time with his hiring as there
were "hoops [student affairs] had to
jump through."
According to Nancy Howard, director of Affirmative Action, KCAT
will need to conduct a search for a
permanent general manager at the end
of Hull's nine-month contract.
"If the position is to be continued,
then a search will be initiated,"
Howard said.
The scope of the search will be
determined by both Howard and Student Affairs.

For more on KCAT, please
see "KCAT needs student
help" on page 11 in the
Observer's Scene section.

NELSON:
Detours of
progress
From Page 1
tered learning, and applauded the recently created Asian/Pacific studies
program. Nelson also mentioned the
strength of the international exchange
program and expressed hope of creating exchange opportunities with African countries, as well as furthering
such oppoitunfrjeS; i;n Mexico.
From ·applauding past successes,
Nelson moved to outlining current
projects shaping campus life. He discussed the construction currently
blocking off parts of campus with a
touch of humor, while emphasizing
that the new science center and the
Black Hall renovation project will be
completed by fall of 1998.
"See [them] as detours of
progress," Nelson said.
Nelson next targeted the large
body of freshmen on campus this year.
He named the variety of newly implemented programs to help the over .
1, l 00 freshmen graduate in under four
years, including block registration for
classes and the mandatory advising
program.
Nelson then focused on the operating·budget for Central Washington.
He outlined what Central has requested from the legislature for the
next biennial period, including items
such as a seven percent salary increase
for faculty each year of the biennium,
more funds for the library, upgraded
technology, and a new Hertz Music
Hall.
President Nelson wrapped up with
the agenda for the 1996-97 school
year. He emphasized continued focus
on Central' s strategic plan and student-centered learning, as well as the
general education curriculum.

$ERIOU$LY UNDERPRICED
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Giant Size
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Union vote denied

---------------------------------------------------.-.---------,~~
j

All talk, no action.
That's the best way to describe the response the Board of
Trustees· repeatedly gives every time. the issue of collective
bargaining rears its ugly head on campus.
Collective bargaining is the vehicle the faculty at Central
want to employ in order to redress a number of grievances.
The release of President Nelson's Campus Climate Report
on Jan. 26 of this year specifically discussed the issue of
collective bargaining and the Trustees lack of initiative in
discussing or solving faculty grievances.
_ On_page 36 of that document it states that, "The board [of
trustees] has the perogative to act unilaterally ... but the
inevitable result will be increased faculty/staff cynicism and
distrust. Failure of the board to respond publicly to the
faculty unionization issue is a case in point."
Furthennore, in a survey conducted this spring by the
United Faculty of Central, 95 percent of the respondents said
they were dissatisfied with the status quo at Central and felt
that the Board of Trustees - and President Nelson -=.should honor their requ~st for collective bargaining.
The Trustees and President Nelson, however, continue to
take an autocratic stance on the matter, unwilling to allow
the faculty the opportunity to vote on collective bargaining.
So what is the solution to this mess? First of all, the
Trustees need to remember the cliche, "Actions- speak louder
than words."
Second, if President Nelson is truly concerned about
building a sense of unity and dispelling faculty grievances at
Central, he needs to remember his own days as a faculty
member. Maybe then he might see the point of view of the
faculty more clearly and be more receptive to their issues.
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Don't gripe if you don't vote
Bill Clinton or Bob Dole?
Ellen Craswell or Gary Locke?
Joyce Mulliken or Wendy Katz?
Rick Locke or Doc Hastings?
Believe it or not, every one of these
people affect your education at Central Washington University. They
vote on whether you get financial aid
- and some have voted to take it away
from you. They vote on whether your
tuition should go up - and some have
voted to charge you more for your
education.
So why do so few politicians care
about what students want? Because
we don't vote. Not as a whole. Not
as a block. Not at all. They have said
we don't make a difference - until
now.
Over 500 CWU students were registered in the last couple of weeks.

!hat grabbed their attention. We've
had hundreds of students ask about
absentee ballots. That grabbed their
attention. Around the state, the five
major public institutions registered
about 6000 students to vote. THAT
REALLY GRABBED THEIR ATTENTION. They have realized that
students are suddenly interested in
their future again. YOU are interested
in who makes the tough decisions for
YOU about YOUR future.
Those of you who don't vote are
letting other people decide your future.
Isn '! choice what America is about?
The choice to decide your own direction, your own major, the school you
want to attend. America is about voting for what you want. And the most
private, best way to express your opinion is at the ballot box in November.

Former Observer editor
~pplauds Online .edition_
Dear Observer people,
Hi, this is Jim Thomsen, Observer

editor in fall 1990 and winter 1991,
who just happened to stum_ble on this
page by accident on account of having
lfery I ittle to do all day because the
journalism job market is tighter than
a loan officer's sphincter muscle.
Anyway, congratulations for
launching the online edition, and con-

gratulations for vastly improving the
quality of writing from my time there.
And change your majors as soon as
possible so you won't end up like me
... doing income taxes for $45,000 a
year. The horror!

Jim Thomsen
Bainbridge Island, Washington

Copy·

LETTER WRITERS:
All letters must be submitted by 3 p.m. Friday before the week of
publication date. Letters must be typewritten and less than 300 words.
All letters MUST include your name and phone number for verification. Please write to the reader rather than to any specific person. , ,
The Observer reserves the right to edit for-&eogth, style, grammar; .
~
,.
·~ .; . ~'if\·,~~".'.' ··~
• The Obsefver is a laboratory fleWSPB.Per produced by students in conjunction ·,"' ! tibel and matters of taste.
with the school's communication depBrtment. The opinions here do not neces""
Send letters to: Observer, CWU, Ellensburg, 'WA 98926-7~.
'!-" sarily retiect those of the univerSity. ~e'd editorials andurtoons represent ·. .. 4
bring themto. th~ :ne.wsrOOr:n if) Bouill<>fl 222 . .)76lJ can also FM(.hti:fM. "
the opinions of a· majority of The Ob*ervei editoriat board. 'Opinions expressed
.,.,.. ,
to 963-1027 or senet them\t'ia e-mail to Observer@cwu.edu.
:
in letters to the editor are those of the author.

Assistant Editor: Jason
Gordon
Online Techs: Janie Wallace

Assistant Editors: Mike
Parker, Kelly Lawing

or;.

It doesn't matter which candidates
you like. It doesn't matter if your favorite wins or not. Some people think
that they know who is going to win ...
so they do not vote. That is asinine,
one can't change the balance if he or
she does not vote. What matters is the
fact that you voiced your opinion.
There is a saying around the political
science department - you can't complain if you don't vote. So this year those of you who are registered, follow through with your opportunity to
vote. On Nov. 5th, make your choices
for who represents YOU. Those who
don't vote - have no reason to complain.
Tony Gepner
ASCWU Vice President for Political
Affairs

Observer
tradition
continues
Hello Wildcats,
I'm a former Observer staffer and
section editor (Scene, Sports, Editor),
years 1985 or so until my graduation
in 1988. I graduated with double majors in Print Journalism and Public
Relations.
Just writing to let you know that us
old-timers are happy to see the excellent Observer tradition continuing. We
worked very Jlard to make that newspaper so~g to read, and not just
sm~h~n~~ · rlean up last ~ight's
p~y ~th:,.,.
.•
'
.
Coren Wo . gemuth
1988 grad
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Campus employers. should pay students equitable wages
To the Editor of the Observer,
just because you are a student worker
I am writing to inform students of . that you are any less valuable than
their rights as employees of CWU. other members of the campus faculty
·
Campus e~ployers must realize that and staff.
they like other businesses have an ethiI became aware of this problem
cal duty to pay their student employ- through my work as an office assistant
. ees a marketable wage. However, at in the student employment office durthe present time many departments on ing the summer. This position procampus are forgoing this basic eco- vided me with a insiders view of the
nomic principle by paying students a rules and policies governing student
. less than equitable wage. I believe that employment on campus. Based on my
by allowing these unfair practices to observations I would estimate that at
continue employers demean a re- least 60% of the job posting requested
spected institution. I want work study only work study applicants. Work
students to know that they have the study applicants have become a valuright to negotiate their wages with able commodity to campus employers
their supervisors. Don't believe that because of the cost savings they bring

to their departments. Either the federal
or state government contributes the
majority of the funds to pay students
wages, so departments only pay 2025% of their employees salary. There
is a distinct difference between federal
and state work study; the wages for
state work study are set by the student
employment office, and for federal
work study wage is 4.90. Federal
work study awards comprise the majority of the funds distributed to students. For example if a department
hires a a work study student at rate of
five dollars an hour than that department"only pays about a dollar of that
students wage. Nearly all of these

positions paid only slightly more than
minimum wage, and furthermore at
least one third of the these positions
were for office assistants.
These positions require basic office
skills commonly performed by secretaries earning at least $7 per hour. An
essential aspect of this problem is the
wage discrepancy between the wages
of federal and state work studenrs in
similar office positions. For clerical
positions campus employers are required to pay a state work study student $8.66 compared to federal work
study which is only minimum wage.
Furthermore these wage differences
are even more appalling considering

how small a portion these departments
are required to pay of their employees
salaries. A student could go to work at
almost any fast food restaurant and
earn more than these departments pay
.their skilled assistants. Universities,
especially public ones, hold a moral
responsiblity to ensure that their students are provided with a safe environment free from exploitation.

Shannon Nevitt
Student

Education key to meeting challenges of the 21st century
by First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton
A few months ago, my daughter
Chelsea and I went on a college tour.
As we visited dormitories, libraries
and lecture halls, and looked over flyers advertising plays, clubs and special
speakers on campuses, I was reminded
of the great opportunities college can
offer to those lucky enough to go.
I began my own college career
more than 30 years ago this fall. I remember the excitement - and uncertainty - of moving far from home, of
leaving my parents, brothers and best
friends back in Illinois. I remember
feeling anxious about which courses to
select from a catalog of hundreds and
about finding time for all the clubs I
wanted to join. (One of those was the
Republican Club!) I remember worrying about how I would balance all of
these new commitments with time for
friends, much less time for sleep and
meals.
I was just beginning then - as
many of you are today - the never-'
ending process of searching for the
right balance in my life, of filling my
days in ways that were true tO my own
interests and to my responsibilities to
the larger community.
In these four years, you will have
unprecedented opportunities to pursue
your true interests, to nurture your own
intellect, to express your own ideas.
But, college is also a place-to discover
how much more you can achieve when
you work as part of a larger community. It's a place where people of dif-

Guest Column
ferent tastes, attitudes, and aspirations
learn to live together, to share care
packages and problem sets, and to respect each other. College, with the
friends you make, the teams you cheer
for, the clubs you join, is a place to
learn the importance of community,
and of civic responsibility.
You will live the bulk of your life
in the 21st century. You are already
Ii ving in a time of great change and
transition. Your challenge as an adult

will be to lead the next generation of
Americans safely into a 21st century
that continues to honor the ideas of
democracy that have made our country the strongest and freest in the
world. I believe you must do that by
taking responsibility, creating opportunities, and s~rengthening our communities.
Few colleges will claim that each
of their newly-minted graduates is
fully prepared to meet the challenges

of the real world. But if each of you
leaves campus with a. greater sense of
what it means to be and act responsibly as a part of a larger community,
then you will have gained the most
important tool you will need as you
chart your own - and our country's
- course to the future.

The preceeding guest
editorial was provided
to the Observer
courtesy of the College
Democrats of America

STUDENT TEACHERS and
OPTION II STUDENTS
will . be held on

POSSIBLY PREGNANT?
CALL 925-CARE

Thursday. October 24. 1996,
8:00 to 12:00 noon

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS!
*ACCURATE INFORMATION ON ALL OPTIONS
*MEDICAL AND COMMUNITY REFERRALS
*POST-ABORTION SUPPORT
*NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
ELLENSBURG PREGNANCY CARE CENTER
409 N. PINE ST.
.
.
9lS-ll73

Sign up in Michaelsen, Room 201
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United Way "Helping
Hands Campaign" is Off
and Flying High!
Ple~se,

help support
United Way of Kittitas
County, by purchasing a
helping hands doll for $1
at the SUB info. booth.

Prizes you can win in the
United Way "Helping
Hands" Campaign:
1. One large pizza courtesy of Frazzini's
2. One medium pizza courtesy of Frazzini's

...............................................
The ASCWU BOD Wants Your Body,
... and your mind!
Your presence is needed on the following ASCWU
University Standing Committees:
Affirmative Action
. Art Selection
Assessment
Student Athletics Advisory
Board of Academic Appeals Election Commission
Graduate Council
Library Advisory

The 1996 United Way
"Helping Hands Campaign" lifted off Monday,
Oct. 14, and will fly until
Nov. 14.
Helping Hands paper
dolls will be sold during
this time at the SUB info.
booth for $1 each. Proceeds go to United Way
of Kittitas County.
By purchasing a paper
doll, not only can you
decorate it and have it displayed in the SUB, but
you are automatically entered into a drawing to
win great prizes donated
by local businesses.
Be sure to specify
which drawing you wish
to enter upon purchase.
It's so easy to sign
up for a committee!
--Simply come into the
. ASCWU-BOD office,
SUB 116, and fill out
a committee applica. ti on form today! Get
involved and make a
difference at CWU !

Meetings (inthe SUB):

BOD: Thurs., Oct. 17
3 PM, Yakama Room
Funds Council: Tues.,
Oct. 22, 4:30 PM, 116

3. One pizza (any size, any kind), courtesy of Figaro's
4. One sub (any size, any kind), courtesy of the Sub Shop
5. One whopper, courtesy of Burger King (4)
6. A $15 gift certificate, courtesy of Rodeo Records
7. One campus burger basket and soft drink, courtesy of
Campus-u-Totem (2)
8. One T-shirt, courtesy of the Gorge management (6)
9. One shirt, courtesy of Jerrol's
10. One sweatshirt, courtesy of the University Store
11'. One CWU portfolio courtesy of the Univesity Store
12. Three months of free HBO, courtesy of Continental
Cable
This is just a note to remind everyone to be extra_
careful when walking, bicycling, or even driving
around the campus construction zones. If you have
an uestions or concerns, sto b the BOD office.

Do you want to go on a

THANK-YOU
to everyone who helped with the
Yakima River Clean-up!

ROAD TRIP?

Washington Student Lobby is having a state board
meeting at Eastern Washington University this Sunday, Oct. 20. Come along and learn about Washington State Higher Education, and meet with influential student leaders from across the state. If inter
ested in attending call Tony Gepner at 3-1693.

Club Senate: Tues., ,
Oct. 29, 6 PM, Ball-

This Page is an advertisement paid for by the Associated Students of
' Central "VVashington University
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Everyone in the party had a good
deal of hiking and backpacking experience in the Cascades. Phil had the
most mountaineering experience, havbecame tough as we slouched through
ing climbed peaks throughout Washbits and pieces of granite on the steep
ington and the west coast, including
slope. Stuart's false summit came into
Mount Adams, Glacier Peak, Mount
view, as we ascended.
Shasta and Mount Whitney.
We reached the top of the talus
At the trailhead, we gathered jackslope around 1 p.m. and set a cut-off
ets, warm clothes, water, and all other
time for our hiRe· at 3 p.m, concerned
possessions we might need and began .
At the start of our climb, we wen; , that we might.Mt be able to reach the
hiking alongside a creek the base of able to push up through the fore'sied base' of Stuart before dark: Standing
the Esmeralda Mountains up toward slopes fairly quickly: Phil, Frank,.and pear Stuart's. ea.stern ridge, we caught
Long's Pass.
Brian stopped every now and then to sight of Stuart· s horr!fying North face,

at
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we discovered ourselves clambering mountain.
up large blocks of granite.
Phil commented later on how chalAt the false summit, we pushed our lenging he thought the trip was in comway through the chute and scrambled parison to some of his other trips.
up a smooth, angled rock to the sumLooking back, we knew that Mt.
mit. We were greeted at the summit Stuart was a great adventure, i •t .., e
by a spectacular view of the north' a'Rtl •. weren't in the mood for.another une
central Cascades . Glad that we anytime soon,
reached the summit, yet concerned .'.· '· 1'ft.wasworth ltl' •ne," Fnink M;,-1
about, c;iu,r lack of food, water, and "It was rough, but 1 stili .. ~....
time, we took several photographs and
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Lions declare open season on hunters

Rodny

Branfborfer
Spanish
professor

photo courtesy of Paramount Pictures

Val Kilmer takes a shot at a lion.
will be building, is known in the local
dialect as "Place of the Slaughter."
From out of the tall savanna grasses
came two lions, who began to mercilessly stalk the camp, killing over 100
workers during a six month period.
They are named the Ghost and the
Darkness for their ability to sneak into
the workers' camp and take people at
any time of the day.
Despite repeated attempts by
Patterson and the camp headman,
Samuel (John Kani), to protect the
workers while finding a way to hunt

down and kill
the lions, they
seem to anticipate every move.
It became a
question of who
is
hunting
whom. Frustrated, Beaumont
called
upon the services of a famous big
game hunter from the United States,
Charles Winchester (Michael Douglas ) to help seek out and kill the lions.
Before we get ahead of ourselves
and give away the movie, lets stop
right there. Because there is but one
word to describe this movie: epic.
While it might be labeled as an ac-

---NEW PATIENTS WELCOME

24HR EMERGENCY SERVICE

MoUNTAIN Vmw

DENTAL CENTER

Movie Review
• The Ghost and the
Darkness
Reviewer Verdict:
•Must See

tion-adventure, it's much more than
just your run-of-the-mill man vs. nature film, or "Jaws in Tall Grass," or
watching Marlon Perkins' sidekick,
Jim, getting mauled while tranquilizing a baiboon.
It was a non-stop, two-hour adrenaline rush, and a definite thumbs-up,
must-see motion picture.

Quality Concerned Care for the Entire Family
• CROWNS

& BRIDGES

• ORAL SURGERY

• COSMETIC DENTISTRY
• ROOT CANALS

• NITROUS OXIDE AVAILABLE

John Savage, DMD
Member:
American Dental Assoc.
Academy of General Dentistry
Washington Dental Society

Preferred Provider
Wash: Dental Service
Major Bank Cards Accepted

MASSAGE CAN HELP REDUCE STRESS, HELP
IN.JURIES HEAL, AND IMPROVE CIRCULATION.

MICHAEL FARRELL, LMP, CT
Licensed Massage Practitioner
Colonic Therapist

NO MISSED CALLS.
NO MISSED MESSAGES.
NO BETTER VALUE.

406 N. Sprague

925-4147
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Deer
season
opens
by Mike Blankenship
Staff reporter

Gift Certificates Accepted.
Rates for all Central students, f acult1.1, and s':.aff.

NO KIDDING!
l, l

the week
What do you find
more interesting the
baseball playoffs or
the presidential
election?

by Rob Kauder
Editor-in-Chief
The African savanna, circa 1898.
The Ghost and the Darkness takes
place in this setting and chronicles the
remarkahly true story of a pair of maneating lions that plague the river crossing at Tsavo for several months during 1898. This pair are not your usual
man-caters, you see. They don't kill
for food.
They kill for the sport.
It happened during the time of
empire building, when Africa was the
battleground between rival European
imperialists. The British, in order to
fortify their holdings, were building a
train line across Africa.
The sinister head of the British
East India Company, Beaumont. calls
upon Colonel John Patterson (Val
Kilmer) an engineer in the British
Army, to build a bridge across the
river at Tsavo.
The goal, as Beaumont icily lays it
out for Patterson, is to "save Africa
from the Africans, and, of course, end
slavery." Beaumont is the perfect embodiment of the empire, a man
whose quest for knighthood and the
greater glory of Britain will not stop
him from destroying Patterson or anyone else that steps in his way.
Thus, Patterson embarks on a voyage that will take him to the heart of
Africa, a place he always dreamed of
going. He looks forward to building
the bridge, not knowing the hardship
ahead.
Tsavo, the location of the bridge he

Question of

••

For all anxious deer hunters, the
wait is finally over: Deer season has
opened for modem firearm hunters.
The season began last Saturday
and will run for a couple of weeks, depending on which particular area
hunters decide on.
If the big buck eludes you during
regular season, you will get another
chance during late buck season, Nov.
21-24.
Hunters must have a valid hunting
license and tag. The license will cost
you $15 and the tag is another $18 for
state residents.
For safety's sake, hunter orange is
required to be worn at all times during the modem firearm deer season.
For other laws and restrictions,
consult the Washington Department
of Fish and Wildlife's pamphlet of
Hunting Seasons and Rules. The
booklet is free and usually found
where ammunition and other sporting
goods are' sold. •
•
Remember ~o.respect all guidelines
and have •a fun
and safe hunting seaf
1

son. Good luck.
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lights, and his
songs are seldom in the "top
40," but you
may have seen
him in prison
last summer, on
MTV, prom0t-

CD Review
• Steve Earle
IFeel Alright

-

I Feel Alright, the new studio album from Steve Earle, probably isn't
big news to the majority of country
music fans. In fact, the name Steve
Earle may not even strike a chord.
His name is rarely seen in flashing

ing I Feel Alright.
This Virginia native, Texas-raised
artist isn't what you would call a typical country singer. He isn't big on
Wranglers, doesn't wear a hat, and
doesn't mind being an outcast from the
crowd.
Earle doesn't look upon the token
country idols, such as Hank Williams,
for inspiration. Earle is an outlaw. His
influences range from Guy Clark to
Townes Van Zant to Bruce
Springsteen.
From 1986 to 1991, Earle managed
to release five albums for the MCA
record label. When his first album,
Guitar Town, was released, Earle was
will be found on
the majority of
this CD.
Johnny P.
also helps spark
up another track
with his efforts
on "Playa Like
Me and You." ·

CD Review
•Do or Die
Picture This

This being Do or Die's first major
release, it would be unfair to label
them as a flop, but unless they release
some quality music they won't last
long in the rap game.
Other than a few decent jams, buying this CD isn't a matter of "Do or
Die."
n '!$

1

Cover courtesy of Rap-A-Lot

heralded by critics as the future of
country music. His self-penned, raw,
heavy-handed lyrics and hard-hitting
melodies took Nashville by storm, and
Earle was a shooting star across the
country music scene.
Steve Earle was haunted by demons, though. An admitted drug addict from the age of 13, Earle didn't
handle his chance for success gracefully.
Earle's gutsy, realistic, hard-core
country sound was drowned out by his
drug problem, and in 1991, he was sent
to prison on heroin-related charges.
Paroled in 1995, claiming to be
cured of his affliction, Earle was determined to stay straight. He released
an acoustic album Train a Comin ',
which was immediately acclaimed by
critics as redemption for Earle's past.
The album, while not reaching a wide
audience, earned Earle a pair of
Grammy nominations.
His latest studio album, I Feel

Alright, is not "pure" country. Rather
it is a mixture of music, ranging from
blues to hard-rock, combining traditional country ballads, like
"Valentine's Day," with upbeat electric guitar powered songs, like "The
Unrepentant."
The title song, "I Feel Alright,"
immediately gives the impression that
prison has not softened Earle. who
sings the words, "I've been to hell and
now I'm back again," with complete
believability.
Other tracks also focus on the highs
and lows of Earle's drug addiction.
"CCKMP," or Cocaine Cannot Kill
My Pain, is a painful memory of the
depression brought about from withdrawal.
However, Earle's songs aren't all
about himself. A great storyteller, he
manages to weave stories about stalkers, hopeless romantics, heartaches.
and the power of friendship around
great guitar riffs, a killer blues har-

monica, and penetrating bass lines.
The final cut on the album, "You' re
Still Standing There," a duet with alternative-country artist Lucinda Williams, provides an excellent wrap-up to
the set.
Tt song is a story of two lovers
who can't seem to commit to a relationship no matter how hard they try.
Earle sings, "Since you ' re gone my
empty arms have nothing left to hold,
and your memories cannot keep me
warm but they never leave me cold."
This album is a colossal step toward the future of country-outl aw
music.
Though Earle's vocals are more
tough than twangy, and more Skynyrd
than Strait, in a perfect country world
King George would rule peacefully
alongside this duke of Earle.

to Pantera, with
a slight hint of
Alice
in Chains
• Six Feet Deep
mixed in.
The Road Less Traveled
Lately
it
seems that some
groups in the
hard-core circuit
have slowed
down a bit ·Jr have just disappeared
completely. Bands like Pantera, Pearl
Jam and Soundgarden have seemed to
spread themselves thin.
Six Feet Deep, made up of vocalist Myk Porter, guitarist Mike Shaffer,
bassist Bryan Gray and drummer T.A.
Wohlfield, take their hard-core style
and create a sound that rivals some of
the best in the business.
Cover courtesy of Steadfast Records
The CD starts off on the right note
The hard-core, grunge group Six withthehard-driving song "CongruFeet Deep has just released their ent," and continues its high energy all
sophomore effort, The Road Less through the album making a few pit
Traveled, on R.E.X. Records.
stops on the slow and methodical
The foursome from Ohio crank "Narrow," and "Meaningless."
away with a sound and feel that makes
Six Feet Deep's first LP, Struggle,
it seem as though you were listening had a lot of the same raw energy and

structure, but what it lacked in style
and creativity, The Road Less Traveled definitely makes up for.
With the holiday season nearly
upon us, many find themselves scrambling to buy gifts at the last minute,
barely able to scrape together the
money to buy a tube of toothpaste for
that "special someone." Well, here is
a little tip, for the music lover on your
list, I highly recommend picking up
The Road Less Traveled by this awesome foursome. If you enjoy your
music loud and extreme, this is one
CD you can't pass up. These guys
definitely don't slack off.
The Road Less Traveled is available at the Mustard Seed downtown
and at most other music shops and
stores.

CD Review

-Phil Corbin
Rap-A-Lot/Noo Trybe Records, in
.association with Neighborhood Watch
Records, has again surfaced on the rap
scene with Do or Die's debut album,
-Cory Rikard
picture this.
The Houston-based label, famous
for its releases of Scarface, Bush wick
Bill, and the Geto Boys is introducing
another group from the Lone Star
state.
Do or Die is composed of members
Belo, Nard, and AK-47, who each had
a hand in the production of this album.
This group uses a different style than
the rap-listening audience has heard
from Houston and Rap-A-Lot in the
past.
Do or Die raps the songs on this
album at different tempos. Some cuts
use .a fast "auctioneer type" of rhyming, reminiscent of Bone Thugs-NHarmony or E-40, and other joints
slow the rhyming down ro almost a
conversational, talking speed.
The beats on this album are dominated by slow bass drums accompanied by synthesizers and horns in the
~
background. This is where the album
lacks creativity, since most beats
,
sound like mirror images of each
other.
Look for us on campus or in a branch near you.
Sign up and receive a free T-shirt, while supp~es lost.
Either this album was rushed in its
production, or the people in charge of
making the music need to listen to a
Freel
wider range of music and samples to
~Student
add flavor to future albums.
Student
~ . Visa•
Luckily, this album is highlighted
,
firsl year membership is flf£1
Checking
by guest appearances from rappers
1he dieWna aullUlll llesignecl
Tung Twista and Johnny P. Their
for ytMlf unilp ....
tracks seem to be the quality works of
this debut. In fact, Do or Die must
WITH A PURCHASE OF 1 SHREDDED BEEF
Ask us for Details at:
SUPER SOFT TACO & 1 LARGE SOFT DRINK.
have thought so, because the guest
performers appear on the inaugural
Ellensburg Branch·
single released, "Po' Pimp."
4th '&.Pearl
Theonlyothertracksthatevenkept
19
me listening featured these two guests.
I i
I
Tli~
0 ,'.1 I
~ ) ~f
, 925-419.1
'
Tung Twista again lends his vocals
. '_: 1-:: 7 2_ .
th
\
•/
•
to "Paperchase," a slow, but catchy
~·
~
t
9 25 4000
+
chorus line, with .b~~te.r . fappi~g ~haf\J,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.__________
•_ _ _ __...... , i:..1~"'!!""!!'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::::;:::~~/::::;::::-=:~liil

First Interstate
Wells Fargo
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Look Play shows abuse problem

Thursday, Oct. 17

9 p.m., The Mint
Karaoke
E
C<:j

.

u

Friday, Oct. 18

(1.)

Sunday, Oct. 20
2 p.m., CWU Field
Women's Soccer v. Western
Washington University

Monday, Oct. 21

i::
(1.)

u

Cl".l

'C<:j

C:Q
(1.)

7 p.m., Nicholson Pavillion
Sub-Varsity Volleyball
v. Yakima Valley CC

..c:

6 p.m., Roswell Cafe
Monday Night Football
24 oz beers for $2

~

.• 8 p.m., Hertz Auditorium
<::::
::l
cl5 "The God Thing"
..0 Keynote Speaker: Doug
0 Burleigh, Former President
~ of Young Life
::l no cover
E
'-

7 p.m., Sub-Varsity Volleyball @ Bellevue cc

.

.
:E
.

luesday, Oct. 22

0

a

8:30-10:30 p.m., Austin's
Eats
·;;
0
Middle Eastern Belly
Dancing Troupe
"O
i:: cover: $2
V'J
Cl)

r/)

C<:j

C:Q

11 a.m.-2 p.m., Tunstall
Dining Room
Fifth Annual Fall Food
Festival; Presented by:
CWU Dining Services
FREE

Cl)

9 p.m. , The Mint
::l Dance Party
ro no cover
;>

3-4 p.m., Barge 202
Workshop: Writing Effective
Resumes/Cover Letters

u'-

'Cl)

9:30 p.m., The Buckboard
0 Live Band: Northwest
Stampede
-~
no
cover
:~
..c:

.
r/)
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Domestic Violence Awareness

b~: Cav~ Cvu..h~~i

9 a.m.-2 p.m., SUB Theatre
McNair Scholars Club Poster
Presentation; Open to all!

October 17. 1996

by Aimee Peterson
Asst. Scene Editor
October is National Domestic Violence Awareness Month. The
Women's Resource Center (WRC)
and the Affirmative Action Office are
taking part by co-hosting a play about
domestic violence in the workplace
and how it affects morale and productivity.
In a letter from Governor Mike
Lowry, he said domestic violence is
not limited to a private, family dispute
because it is a criminal activity that
affects us all, regardless of race, income or age. It destroys families, relationships and lives.
Lowry said domestic violence of
this nature crosses into the workplace
causing decreased productivity, increased health care and medical leave
usage.
According to Lee Williamson,
WRC director, this is part of the
governor's domestic violence initiative. Lowry feels it's important as a
Washington State employer, that policies are adopted which inform workers violence is not tolerated in the
workplace. He said we should adopt
policies, practices and plans to help
victims and batterers to break the cycle
of violence.
The play, "Lily Loves Charlie,

Okay?" is in McConnell Auditorium
tomorrow from 10 a.m. - 12 p.m.
It is sponsored by the governor's
office, and Ellensburg is one of only
five locations in this state showing the
play.

Williamson was able to bring the
play to Central through numerous
phone calls to the governor's office.
After the play, a discussion period
will follow to increase understanding
of domestic violence and how super-
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visors and co-workers can assist employees who are in these situations.
Even though the play's focus is on
abuse in the workplace, the entire
month of October is dedicated to educating on every aspect of domestic
violence.
A study in 1992 found 20 percent
of women who died were murdered by
a current or former spouse or partner.
This study also found 25 percent of job
absenteeism due to domestic violence.
"Nationally 40 million women a
year are battered by a spouse or partner," Nancy Howard, director of Affirmative Action, said.
The play is to show supervisors and
managers how to be more helpful and
notice if they have employees who are
victims, Howard said.
Williamson said a common misconception she sees is students not
knowing they are victims of domestic
violence.
"Younger students tend not to call
it domestic violence, they only think
of old married men and women,"
Williamson said. "It can happen in
same-sex relationships and in young
partners."
No one is immune to domestic violence. The WRC and Counseling Center offer workshops and counseling for
vicitms of abuse.
"The WRC is here to advocate for
women," Williamson said.
It is here if they need someone at a
court hearing with them, need help
with the legal system, or need someone to talk to.

p

If on Friday nights you find yourself with nothing to do, Rejoice, a
CWU christian club, welcomes you to
come and join their activities.
As an alternative to the bar scene
on the weekends, Rejoice offers its
members and guests other activities
including bowling and game nights.
Rejoice has been on campus for
four years.
"Serving God isn't a religion, it's
a lifestyle," senior Mal Stuwman, said.
Joining Rejoice offers college stu-dents the option of focusing their life
toward the teachings of the Lord, instead of the party scene. Students listen to recordings of Pastor Chester C.
Pipkin at their meetings, which allows
them to pause and converse about the
topic at hand.
"Having the Lord in my life helps
me l 00 percent on the field and in the
classroom, because my strength comes
from the Lord," Mike Talamaivao,
Central starting linebacker, said. "I
have no temptation to party."
"Church is not just for Sundays, it's
everyday, and everyone has the ability to communicate with God," senior
LaVasha Jackson said.
In addition to their weekend activi.
'
ties; Rejoice meets Moi1days·ar 7:30
p:m: in.the·y~~~I'Q~ TMm in .tiie.sul1,
• : or yo~ ~~n contact Mike Talamaivao
ai 962-3790. .
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Mama's Cajun meals are good deals
by Lena Wood
Staff reporter
Now that the school year is in full
swing and the stress is ~<.?~Jng on hard,
a hot plate of home cooking wouldn't
hurt most students at Central. If it's
your first time living on your own, and
you haven't quite mastered your way
around the kitchen, then Mama's
Cookin' Cajun may be your solution.
Mama's Cookin' Cajun is a small
cafe located at 601 Cascade Way in
Ellensburg, just west of the bus station. Mama' s specializes in Cajun
cooking and serves a mean breakfast
Wednesday - Sunday, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Recently, Mama has decided to serve
dinner on Saturday until 7:30 p.m.
Mama's is not your basic cafe.
Everything is homemade, from the
strawberry jam to the hand-cut french
fries.
All of the home-cooked delights
are prepared by a little lady called
"Mama." Mama is from Arkansas and
was taught to cook Cajun food by her
mother.
Mama got her start in the food business running a food trailer at fairs and
festivals. There she received so much
praise for her Cajun cooking that she
decided to open her cafe, almost four
years ago.

"I wanted to create a place that felt
like home and served good homecooked Cajun meals," Mama said.
There are crafts and pictures hanging on the walls that feel like you're
at your grandma's house. With huge
plates of home-cooked food to fill
your belly, Mama's is the closest place
to home, away from home.
"The hospitality is awesome,"
Bryce Erickson said.
The menu features Cajun speciaities such as catfish, jumbalaya, and
shrimp creole. There are also many
different hamburgers, sandwiches, and
melts to choose from, and there is always hot homemade chili and clam
chowder on the stove.
Breakfast is served all day for an
average price of $4.50.
"I don't have specials, because all
of my prices are special,'' Mama said.
Mama's is one of the only Cajun
restaurants in Washington, and, it is
the only one run single-handedly.
Mama cooks all the food, waits on
tables, and even does the bookwork.
On an average day, Mama gets to
the cafe at 3 a. m. to start preparing the
food and leaves around 5 p.m., ready
for bed.
"Nothing is packageq," Mama
said. "All of the Cajun cooking is done
by me, and all of this takes a lot of

Mama's Cookin' Cajun offers a wide variety of dishes. From
catfish to biscuits and gravy, you'll get your fill at Mama's.
time."
Mama doesn't mind the time, because she's happy to provide hot home
cooking for all of the college students
in town.

Sausage gravy will simmer on the
stove all day while ¥ama b~kes her
own buttermilk biscuits for her famous
biscuits and gravy breakfast.
"Mama's Cookin' Cajun is a great

place for college students, because the
prices are low -and the quality and
quantity of food is stupendous,'' Paul
Grobins, frequent Mama's customer,
said.

KCAT needs student help
by Josh Cooley
Staff reporter
Central' s cable radio station,
KCAT 91.5 FM, is asking for the support of Central students to help the station get an FCC on air license.
"We, first and foremost, are here
for the students of Central," Dave

Rodriquez, program manager, said.
"We're asking for your help. In order
for KCAT to actually go over the air,
student support is imperative. We
need as many people as possible tuning into KCAT via cable hook up, and
anyone who wants to have their service or club broadcasted to the university community is more than welcome

to come in and talk to me. "If you need
a cable. which is free by the way, come
down to the station, SUB room 106
across from Tent-n-Tube rentals . .
We'll sign you up, and when the new
shipment arrives, we'll call you."
Students who are interested in be-

See RADIO/page 12
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.'Down the Road'should be your next ·stop
by Angeline Stoll

Staff reporter
Central's Theater Arts Department
opens its 1996-97 season with the presentation of "Down The Road."
"Down The Road," by Lee Blessing opens at 6:30 p.m., Oct. 23 at
Central' s Tower Theater.
The play is about a serial killer
named Willam Reach, who has brutally murdered 19 women.
William's crimes are documented
by Iris and Dan Henniman, a young
couple writing a biography on his
ghastly crimes.
As th.e couple dives into their investigation. they are faced with questions of why Reach has committed
these grisly murders, the moral dilemma of investigating the events, and
unintentionally turning Reach into a
celebrity.

RADIO: FM bound
From page 11
coming a disc jockey should contact
Rodriquez . Being a disc jockey expands musical knowledge and looks
delicious on a resume. KCAT currently has about 30 disc jockeys, some
of them hosting their own special_ty
shows.

Bill Reach is played by senior
David Plant who has been-in other
CWU productions such as
"Dracula," "Romeo and Juliet,"
"13 Rue De L'Amour,"
"Godspell," "Robin Hood of
Sherwood Forest."Pl ant will also play in the
upcomming production of "Peter
Pan."
Graduate student Jennifer
Bennett,
who plays Iris
Henniman, is a teaching assistant
• in the Theatre Arts Department.
Her credits include
"Dracula," "I Can't Keep Running
In Place," and "The Adventures Of
Tom Sawyer."
Bennett also performed with
the Laughing Horse Theater in
"Marvin's Room," "Dancing At
Lughnasa," and "Tons of Money."
Photo courtesy of the theater arts department
Dan Henniman is played by
"Down the Road" opens Oct. 23 and runs until Nov. 2.
junior Robb Padgett. His credits
"Anyone can be a DJ," Rodriquez
said.
Management at KCAT is already
considering ideas and hosts for specialty shows nd.t quarter. A specialty
show has to be something not already
offered over the air in Ellensburg; so
country, adult contemporary, classical.
and conservative talk radio shows are
out of the question.

.

KCAT is looking at adding a Christi an rock show, a reggae/world music
show, a punk show, and a jazz and
blues show next quarter.
This quarter's specialty shows are:
•The Top 30 Rockdown on Sundays from 9 p.m. to midnight, hosted
by "Flop and co."
• i':J'orth by Northwest on Tuesdays
from 9 p.m. to midnight;which is all

Pacific Northwest music, hosted by Rodriquez said.
•Assault and Battery on WednesTyler.
• Off the Hook on Thursdays from days, which is all heavy metal and
9 p.m. to midnight, which is all rap and rock, hosted by Dave ''Rod"
hip hop, hosted by MC Eric D.
· Rodriguez
• In Between the Sheets from 7-9
"It's harder than accounting 253
p.m. on Wednesdays, which is all and heavier than both those cranes
R@B and "slow groovin" music, they're using to build the new science
building," Rodriquez said.
hosted by Akil and Mike.
"It"s love-makin music basically,"

--i• ..-----------------------------------------------.

"Hey! Want a lot
o. f pizza for a little

'LINDER CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
•

include, "Robin Hood of Sherwood
Forest," "Romeo and Juliet,"
"Dracula,'' "The Best Little Whorehouse In Texas," and "The Mountains
are in Labour."
This play is recommended for mature audience....
Some of the other projects to look
forward to this season are "Peter Pan"
and "The Angry Housewives,'' both
of which are musicals.
The starts at 6:30 p.m. on Oct. 23,
24, 30, 31. Tickets are $5 for these
earlier shows.
Other showtimes are at 8 p.m~ Oct.
25, 26, and Nov. 1, 2, and a Sunday
matinee at 2 p.m. on Oct. 27. Tickets
for these shows are $10 for general
admission and $5 for students and seniors.
For more information on this and
other productions, contact the Tower
Theatre Box Office at 963-1774.

-DR. MYRON LINDER
DR. SANDY LINDER
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'Cats slaughter UPS in_ 43-7 victory
by Lisa Allen and
Dan Hanken
Staff reporters
The Wildcats went into Baker Stadium in Tacoma last weekend with the
hunger to win, and came out with a
taste of victory in an impressive rout
over the University of Puget Sound
Loggers 43-7.
Casey Jacox stepped in as starting
quarterback for the Wildcats Saturday
after subbing for an injured Ryan
Fournier and throwing four touchdowns in last week's loss to PLU. Iri
his first start.of the season, Jacox completed 14 of 24 passes for 193 yards
and four touchdowns.
The Wildcats attacked first when
Jacox hit Tony Frank with a 25-yard
touchdown pass, Frank's third touchdown reception in the last two games.
Nathan Cooke's extra point was
blocked, giving Central an early 6-·o
lead.
Central 's defense, led by Rico
Iniguez with 12 tackles, including two
for losses, and Sev Hoiness with 16
tackles, kept the Loggers scoreless in
the first quarter. The defensive team
had set a goal before the game to hold
the Loggers to 14 points or less, which
they achieved.
On offense, freshman running back
Dan Murphy jump started the running
game scoring a 5-yard touchdown five
minutes into the second quarter.
Murphy ended the game with 91 yards
on 14 carries. After a successful twopoint conversion pass from Jacox to

· Brad Brockman/Observer

Practice after the Widcats' victory was spirited, but that didn't take away from the intense
preparation for Simon Fraser.
Todd Murray, the Wildcats extended
their lead to 14-0.
With 3:30 left in the half, Jacox
found Russaw in the end zone, for the
first of Russaw' s three touchdown receptions, on a 5-yard toss, making the
score 21-0. The touchdown made it
Russaw' s ninth consecutive game
with a touchdown reception.
With an almost non-existent offense, the Loggers showed signs oflife
late in the second quarter after Tony
Puz intercepted Jacox, setting up a 2yard run by Ian Crossland.
Jacox and Russaw struck again late
in the third quarter with Russaw converting a 24-yard pass into six points

and grabbing his second touchdown of
the game for the Wildcats, expanding
their lead 28 -7.
Less than 10 minutes later, Jacox
and Russaw hooked up again on a 62yard pass play for Russaws third
touchdown of the game. Russaw
pulled down the short pass and darted
down field with one defender to beat,
which he did by making a sharp cut,
leaving his defender in awe while he
dashed for six. This was Russaw's
35th touchdown catch, making him the
all-time leader in career touchdowns
for both Central and the Columbia
Football Association.
"My individual honors aren't my

main concern right now," Russaw
said. "Getting this team back to the
playoffs and the championships is my
primary focus."
Russaw also became Central' s alltime reception leader with 161 receptions surpassing Tyson Raley's 160
receptions, on his seventh catch of the
game.
Central' s offense has been producing points all season with Murphy and
Julian Hamm in the backfield and
Russaw and trank split out wide. A pocket. ·
"All the linemen take pride in dolot of credit goes to the unsung heroes
of the team, the offensive linemen who ·
make the holes for the backs and give See football/ Pg 14
the quarterback time to sit in the

Volleyball loses to nationally
ranked Lewis-Clark State
by Darci Grimes
Staff repoter

Central's varsity volleyball team
suffered another setback Saturday
night in Idaho, as the Wildcats lost to
the Lewis-Clark State Warriors 15-12,
15-12. 15-1.
This is the team's first conference
loss of the season, they now have a 31 conference and 16-10 overall record.
Lewis-Clark State leads the PNW AC
conference with 22-1 record and is
ranked third in the nation.
"They're one of the toughest teams
we've played," Coach Mario Andaya
said.
The Wildcats regional rating fell to
~ighth over the weekend.
In response to the loss to LewisClark State, senior Megan Prkut said,
"We couldn't carry over [momentum]
from the first game to the second."
Although the Wildcats lost, several
players' performances stood out. Senior Megan Prkut and junior Mary Chi
. each ,had 11 ·kills, while jtlfti.O; Sarah
,.

~;

a..,

•• .,..;.....

arc

e

Sarah Camey spikes the ball during last Wednesda
against St. Martin\.

an:p~;}lilct I.o.kills ..- S:~rltTr~~
H'!J'mP.~..J]id a gr.eat game,~;}ttla team

, l;>est of 13-·digs and 39 \Ss1sts. Tht?
Wildcats';als') hit 30 percent against

''

We need to
get back to
playing
disciplined
volleyball.
- Mario Andaya
.Lewis-Clark State.
"It was a big~am effort," Prkut
said..
.
Andaya said that in order to prepare
for Saturday's game against Western
Washington University, the team will
need to focus on their positioning.
"We need to get back to playing
disciplined volleyball," Andaya said.
Western has a 14-3 overall record
and a 2-1 conference record. It is an
important .game for the Wildcats as the
season 1t'!lrrows down.
--"' "W.W-looking fol'Wardw playing
·. this weekend," Prkut saiel.~I thi{lk WJ!
know'tGt we' re going t~.
"We are still in controt·oi our owh

destiny," Andaya said about the
team's chances of going to the
PNWAC playoffs.
The Wildcats' next home game
will be on Saturday at 7 p.m. Oct. 26
against Lewis-Clark State.
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Men's soccer loses to Vikings, 2-3
Jason Timm powers
through a Western midfielder in last Saturday's
·game. The meeting of the
two rivals brought a
physical game with many
penalty cards and an
ejection.

by Ryan Johnson
Stall reporter
Central played a tight game on Saturday that led to an overtime foss to
Western, 2-3. This loss puts Central
at 4-9 overall, as Western climbs to a
9-6-1 playoff berth. The Wildcat's
men's soccer team shot on goal almost
three times as much as Western, yet
lacked the finishing capability that the
Vikings had. There was some
skeptisism about two of the goals because of the offsides rule.
"It was a hard luck loss for us,
particulary because Western appeared
to be offsides on two of its goals,"
Coach Larry Foster said.
Western took a shot that resulted in
a goal in the 10th minute of the game
to score the first goal. Centrals Jeff
Rawlings later scored in the 59th
minute to tie it at 1-1.

David Dick/photo editor

In overtime, Western scored with
a deflection that rolled into the goal.
Matt Morton scored on a penalty
kick that tied the score at 2-2. Later
in overtime Western scored again to
make it a final score of 2-3.
The referee's struggle to control the
game resulted in a plethora of penalty
cards and even an ejection.
"We picked up tempo after the
· ejection and everything seemed
alright in the ,midfield," Wildcats'
Shawn Tobius said. "But our defense
was lacking. Our defensive mistakes
probably cost us the game."
There wasn't a lack of support for
Central' s players either, 100 people
showed up to express their support for
Central' s t~am.
"The crowd was just fantastic,"
Foster said.
Central. falls to 0-5 in conference
and 4-9 overall. Central's next game
is at 1 p.m. this Saturday at home.

I

FOOTBALL: Wildcats
maul the competition

''

From Page 13
ing our job," offensive captain Kyle
Parkins said. "We know our responsibilities and we. try to protect the
quarterback and make holes for our
running backs."
The offense was not the only ones
scoring, as the defense got-in on the act
when Adrian Eggleston sacked the
Loggers quarterback in the end ·zone ·
for a safety, making the Central lead ·
37-7 with 8:46 left in the game.
With a padded lead the Wildcats
brought in back up quarterback Jeff
Corlett, who hit freshman receiver
Ryan Seal with a 12-yard touchdown
pass with less than a minute remaining, making the final score 43-7.
Others who contributed to the
Wildcat's team victory included
sophomore Rick Robillard who
emerged as an impressive back up to
Murphy in the game gaining 71 yards
on three carries, one for 69 yards.
Defensive captain and line backer
Aaron Maul had I 0 tackles for the
Wildcats, strong safety Craig Biil
forced a fumble and left corner
Michael Jackson batted down a potential touchdown pass.
"We know that we're in a must win

All the
linemen
t·~ke

u

pn·u~
Je

in doing our
•

b·

JO . •

-Kyle Parkins

situation from here on out and although you felt that sense of urgency
to win, we still remember that we
have to win one game at a time,"
Brown said.
The Wildcats travel to Canada this
weekend, to play against Simon
Fraser, 3-2. Central has a 10- game
winning streak over the Clansmen of
Simon Fraser dating back to 1985.
However, this year's Clansmen defense is ranked second in the CFA.
Students can Iisten to the game on
KXLE-AM Ellensburg (1240), I: 15
p.m.

Russaw continues his streak
Kenny Russaw, Central's AllAmerican wide receiver, is impressive not ooly on the grid-iron,
but on the sidelines as well.
Russaw's modest nature and constant recognition of his teammates, whom he credits with his
success, gives merit to the phrase,
"team spirit."
"When the offensive line does
their job, we come out balling,"
Russaw said. "They have been
doing their job well, which helps
me get a lot of catches in the
games."
Russaw also gave praise to the
Wildcat defense.
Brad Brockman/Observer
"When· our defense holds Kenny Russaw
strong, that puts the offense right
back on the field, giving me and team as CWU greats James Atterbury
the team a lot more opportuni- and Tyson Raley, who have both
graced the record books of Central
ties," he said.
Russaw, a senior from and the Columbia Football AssociaTacoma, has been the starting re- ti on. Russaw is now in a league of his
ceiver for the Wildcats the past own, breaking his former teammates'
three seasons, earning him the records and setting his own.
Russaw not only has nine 1onsecureputation of the "go to" guy. He
utilizes _speed, agility and athletic tive games with a touchdown recepability to make amazing catches tion, but has 35 touchdown recepon the field, like his astonishing tions, which is both a school record
one-handed grab against PLU that and a Columbia Football Association
sent the Central crowd into an record.
He also bolds the record for both
uproar.
Having played on the same career receptions, 161, which was pre-

THE GYM
208WEST5TH
Ellei;isburg, WA 962-6200
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· •Lockers
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• Aerobic Classes
• Treadmill_,. Lifecycles
• Punching Bags

STRENGTHEN
OR
TONE UP!
ALLAT THE HOTTEST WORKOUT CENTER IN TOWN!

viously held by Raley, 160, and
career receiving yards, which
was held by Atterbury.
"I don't want anyone to get
the wrong idea that I am not
happy with these records because
I am," Russaw said, "but my
main focus right ·now is winning
games every Saturday and getting our team to the playoffs and
back to the championship game." .
"I am very serious about football and I am serious about this
team," he said.
"Russaw works so hard day iii
and day out and makes the plays
to put us on the board and help
us win, there's nothing more you
can ask for," Aaron Maul, defensive captain, said.
Todd Murray, who has played
with Russaw the past three seasons, said, "Kenny is an amazing
receiver and a talented athlete to
watch. Whether that pass is there
or not you know he is going to
give it all he,..s got to make that
catch."
With five more regular season
match-ups left for the Wildcats
there is no telling what Kenny
Russaw may do, but you can bet
that whatever he does it will be
his best.

-Lisa Allen and Dan Hanken

Professional River Guide and Pro Shop
Full and Half-Day Tours
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IN~~RUCTION

l.N FLYTYING FLY
CASTING, & CUSTOM ROD BUILDING

· 12 YEARS EXPERIENCE
·UMPQUA FLIES
·LOOP REELS
•CUSTOM ROD BUILDING
·SCIENTIFIC ANGLERS EQUIPMENT

•TALON RODS
•FLY TYING
·HODGEMAND WADERS

Coopers Fly Shop Located on the Yakima River
Mon.-Sat. 9-5
962-5259 FAX: 962-407t
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Women remain confident despite losses
by Kim Kuresman
Staff reporter

The crowd cheered last Saturday as
Central's women' s soccer team took
the field against visiting rivals, Seattle
University. However, Central's chance
to end its cur:rent five-game losing
streak fell short by a score of 1-0.
The Wildcats came out strong,
dominating the first half of the game,
with good passing and ball control.
Sophomores Melissa Budde and Melissa Routh pressured the Chieftains
throughout the game, helping to keep
the score stalemated at 0-0 in the first
half.
"Overall, we played much better,"
freshman Therese Hahn said.
In fact, Central outshot the Chieftains 13-7.
Coach Larry Foster echoed Hahn's
remark and added some of his own.
"We had several scoring opportunities, but their keepers made some big

saves," vaster said.
"I felt our defense was strong,"
sophomore Melissa Budde said.
The game took a turn for the worse
when,. iA the,.first five minutes of the
second half, the Chieftains scored on
a direct penalty kick.
"It was just an unlucky game,"
sophomore Melissa Routh said.
"We feel 'jipped' by the referee
over the p.k. [penalty kick]," Hahn
said.
Other team members share Hahn's
attitude regarding the ill-fated goal.
The Wildcats continued to drive at
Seattle University's defense, but
failed to score.
Toward the end of the second half,
the Chieftains were dominating the
field, but Central' s defense stood its
ground, refusing to allow any further
goals.
"I think we worked really hard,"
junior Jessica Kennedy said. "We've
just had a tough season finishing the
ball."
The Wildcats have lost seven of

Larry Foster talks
with the Wildcats
after a tough loss
to Seattle
University. The
only score of the
game came in the
beginning of the
second half on a
direct penalty
kick.
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David Dick/photo editor

the their last eight games and are 57-1 overall in conference standings.
When asked to comment on their
performance, Hahn said the team
needed to take the opportunity to put
the ball in the net.
"We just need to pfay up to our

.

ability," Budde said.
On Wednesday, the Wildcats
played Evergreen State in a home
game.
This Sunday the 'Cats sharpen
their claws to battle their arch rival,
Western Washington University on

the varsity field. The game i~ scheduled to begin at 2 p.m.
Routh said the Wildcats are upbeat
and ready to fight, despite their recent
losses.
"We want to end with a winning
season,'' Budde said.

Fall intramurals kick off season in foul weather

Marc Hegberg/Observer

Co-Ed soccer began Oct. 14 and is played Monday and
Wednesday,4 p.m.
by Nora-Marie Myers
Staff reporter

Intramural Sports began Monday
with Men's "X" Division Flag Football. The four games played were:
Pigskin Nuts vs. Dawg #,6-12, Kurtis
Roy vs. The Vista Manner, 24-18,
Bad News Beers vs. ROTC 20-0 and
69ers vs. Ryan Moore 12-0.
Flag football is played a little different than tackle football. Instead of
rushing or passing to get a first down
in 10 yards, the goal in flag football
is to make 20 yards in four downs.
In the 69ers vs. Ryan Moore game,
Bryan Harley. one of the quarterbacks
for the 69ers threw for a touchdown

r
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CAMPUS REPS WANTEDThe nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position of campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such as
American Express & Microsoft. Great
part-time job earnings Choose your own
hours, 4-8 hours per week required.
Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media Corp.
401 2nd Ave. West
Seattle, WA 98119
(800)
tt
_ 487 -~1}434.ex.t 4·444
rt
CRUISE .SHIPS
, . NOW HIRING
., !Earn up to $2,000/month working on

I
I

LP~~s~ ~~ips 2J:_~g~::I~-~r 90111p~nies;

in both the first and second halves.
Dan McDonald, running back and
manager, scored the first touchdown
reception for fourty yards.
"I was the only one open, and
made a fourty yard touchdown,"
McDonald said. "It was kind of nice."
In the 20-0 Bad News Beers vs.
ROTC game, Tyce Nasnic
quarterbacked the first touchdown, in
which Mike Collie scored. Shane
Moore threw for the second touchdown to Chad Littleton for about 20
yards.
"He was running out-route, I
threw it tight and he made a great
catch," Moore said.
Joe Perrin, manager of the Bad

World travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information call:
.1(206) 971-3550 ext. C60935.
EARN CASH •
Stuffing envelopes at home. Send SASE
to: PO Box 624, Olathe, KS 66051.
ENGLISH TEACHERS NEEDED!
Teach conversational English in Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow. No teaching
certificate or European languages
required. Inexpensive Room & Board +
other benefits. For details:
(206) 971·3680 ext. K60932.
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities,
soron·t·1es &groups. Any campus
orgarnza
. t'ion can raise
· up to $1000 by .
earning a whopping $5.00NISA

a~E\~~;ti_~~;, .:.;

News Beers, scored a two point conversion on the second touchdown.
Men's "X" Division in flag football playson Mondays and Wednesdays from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. on the field
behind Nicholson Pavilion.
Team managersfor men's X Division:
• Pigskin Nuts - James Linden
• Dawg # - Bob Benetsen
• Kurtis Roy - Kurtis Roy
• Vista Manner - Kyle Kelley
•Bad News Beers - Joe Perrin
• ROTC - Darren Higashiyaha
• 69ers - Dan McDonald
• Ryan Moore - Ryan Moore

Team Managers for co-ed soccer I
division:
• 525 - Aldo Oishi
• The Who Cares - Adam Kuras
525 vs. The Who Cares 8-1
• Autumn Cooper - Autumn
Autumn Cooper vs. Just Kick It 0Cooper
•
Just Kick It - Monica Krier
F.C. Rage vs. Fosters F.C. Rage
•
F.C. Rage - Josh Cooley
won; Fosters forfeit
• Fosters - Thad Artz
F.C. Schmeckle vs. Seadogs
• F.C. Scbmeckle - unknown
Seadogs won; F.C. Schmeckle forfeit
• Seadogs - Chris Hendrickson ·

Co-Ed Soccer "I" Division Mondays and Wednesdays at 4 p.m.

HANS'@ GYM
202 N. Pine 962-9277
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Correction

WILDCAT WORKOUT CENTER

In the Oct. 10 edition of the
Observer, Shawna Hronek was
named as the president of the
women's rugby team. Angie
Lorenz is the president. Hronek
is the contact and scheduling

•Special CWU
Student Rates
•First Visit FREE='
....---~

• Child Care
• Aerobic Classes
• Now offering
Kickboxing Classes
•Tae Kwon Do

Qualified callers receive a
FREE T-SHIRT!
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING •
Positions now available at National Parks,
Forests, &Wildlife preserves. Excellent
benefits+ bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext. N60933.
SKI JOBS Students Needed! Earn up to $1,500/mo.
working at a Ski Resort this winter! Ski for
free + many other benefits! Call Vertical
Employment Group today:
(206) 634-0469 ext. V60933.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORKMake up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic
•
conversat'1onaI Eng 1·1sh ·mJapan, "1'.1a1wan,
or S. Korea. No teac h.mg bac kgroun d or
Asain languages requir.ed. Fo(information

TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING Entry-level & career positions available
worldwide (Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean,
etc.). Waitstatf, housekeepers, SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors and
more. Call Resort Employment Services:
(206) 971-3600 ext. R60933.

.]I II

~--""""'

FREE FINANCIALAID-

0 ver $6 Billion in public and private

sector grants & scholarships now
available. All students are eligible
regardless of grades, income, or parent's
income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services:
1·800·263-6495 ext. F60934.
SCUBA LESSONS &.SUPPLIES - Sign .
up now. Contact John Moser Jr. at 9251272
.·.· ~--.-..._..-~~•-"
.. ·.·. · . . . . . · · ·. . •·..·.·.·•·-·. -.....·...._;._.~.~;,,.~_,,;._
c~U~206) 971-3570
ext. J60933. . .·.......·.
· ..
. ••• ~ ._ ••••
_, __~•~•-·•-••·•··•··•••••••·."• ••-••-;••••"•----••••--.:..·__ ;_,_:~~•-•,•-:"-••••,•••--•...:.._,;_'•~•...;.::..._.~:..~.~.:.:::;.:....J.:1;:._._~.,...: ::..

Loving couple seeks infant for
adoption. Open relationship is OK. We
offer a stable home, good cooking, &
many opportunities! Call Pam at
(208) 882-1349.

CAR FOR SALE'88 Mercury Topaz. All power
accessories, 5-speed, newer tires,
·
great gas mileage.
Must Sell! $2,ooo. 925 _4205 .
MUST SELL _
Mobile Home 14.x 56 • 2 Bedroom
$13,000 OBO. Call 925 _7149.
& CAMPER
- Good
'81 ChevTRUCK
4x4 w/ older
8' camper.
engine & tire$, camper has stove &
icebox. $3000 OBO. Will sell

·separately. Call 925·4-285 TODAY!
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Eliminate Direct Lending for Student Loans. Students at nearly 1.400
colleges and universities across the country participate in the Direct Lending program
including over 74,000 students in Washington. [Source: Council on Higher Education]

SUPPORTS

OPPOSES

SUPPORTS

SUPPORTS

OPPOSES

SUPPORTS

SUPPORTS

OPPOSES

Federal Youth Summer Job and Work Study Programs. Over
600 000 kids nationwide participate in summer jobs and work study programs
each year. [SourcP: U.S. Department of Education]

OPPOSES

SUPPORTS

Raise the Minimum Wage from $4.25 to $5.15 an Hour Over
the Next Two Years. Over 155,900 workers in Washington currently earn

OPPOSES

SUPPORTS

Balance the Federal Budget.
[Source: Candidaie positions from public documents including candidate statements and questionnaires.]

i

<

Environmental Protection Agency Testing of Drinking Water
for Radon & Arsenic. In 1995, Congress tried to block the EPA's ability to
test for these and other chemicals in local water systems. [Source: Congressional Record]

Restrict Access to Pell Grants and Other Federal Academic
Grants. In 1994-95, approximately 3.7 million students received Pell Grants;
the average award was $1,518.

[Source: Alliance to Save Student Aid]

the minimum wage. [Source: Economic Policy Institute]
1Each position is based on several votes cast during the 104th Congress as recorded in tre Congres!iona/ Record. 2 All positions taken from public documents including the Yakima Herald and candidate statements.

Tnis issue guide is sponsored by The Office of Legislative Affairs at Central Washington University.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS ISSUE PLEASE CALL (800) 590-5321.
1

Intramural Sports Program and Homecoming Week present the
~ndAnnual

Saturday October 19, 1996
cost: $20.00
(mcludes T-Shirts for each player)

Men's & Women's Divisions
Sign up at University Recreation SUB 111

Limited to the First 16 teams in each division
for more information call 963-3512
In conjunction with ""'lational Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week

........·. .....
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A Ski & Outdoor Equipment Swap
November 6th - 8th from 1 lam - Spm
In the Tent-N-Tube
. SUB West Entrance
I•

Items may be registered for sale in the Tent-N-Tube Rental Shop
starting November 4th, 1 lam - 5pm

A 15% commission is taken on all items sold
I

I

'I

For more infonnation, call 963-3537

